
Specsavers (2016 - 2021)

UI/UX and Motion Designer

Initially joining for the Nordic region as a designer, primarily conceptual using a diverse skill 
set with a passion on digital. I was the point of call for Nordic site design; notably working on 
offer redesign for NE. Moving into a remote position in 2019 for UK/ Global team in a pure 
digital role focusing on both UI/ UX in addition to motion. Working heavily on improving site 
experience, keeping consistency, enhancing visual elements and guidelines.

feelunique.com (2013 - 2015)

Website Designer

Producing creative, effective and appealing email newsletter campaigns along site landing 
pages and digital campaign advertising assets. Newsletters were hand coded, then tested in 
an iterative approach. I learnt a depth of knowledge including coding, email testing  
and wire framing.

The Idea Works (2015 - 2016)

Graphic Designer

I created work for a variety of local clients including Seymour Hotels, Active, Close Finance, 
Pure Adventure and more. Ensuring files were suitable in the environments they were being 
placed be leaflets, billboards, vans, menus etc. Due to my digital background I also provided 
UI design, social advertising and motion graphics.

Logfiller, TPA etc. (2015)

Creative Artworker/ Freelancer

Being the only designer in-house I communicated and presented ideas, artwork and  
wireframes to agencies and board members who were both local and remote. I learnt to cope 
during hostile environments due to poor internal investments prior to liquidation. After  
leaving I freelanced in several digital projects including working shortly alongside TPA.

Contentsquare (Sep 2019)

Contentsquare Certified Expert

Digital experience analytics. The platform tracks billions of digital interactions and turns these 
behaviors into intelligent recommendations everyone can use to improve digital experiences, 
grow revenue and fuel innovation.

Also awarded Cumberland Pencil Company Award for Visualising and secured freelancing for 
the IOD West Midlands during study. 

The University of Wolverhampton  (2010 - 2013)

Graphic Communication and Illustration (BA Hons)

User Vision (Apr 2019)

UXQB® Certified Professional for Usability and User Experience

The CPUX Foundation Level certification (CPUX-F) attests that the holder has internationally 
approved and relevant knowledge in the field of Usability and User Experience (UX).

I’m a creative and adventurous person with the wanderlust to match. I equally enjoy the creative execution as 
much as the reasoning behind, it can be the simplest of things which helps improve and enrich our lives.   
hello@bybenyoung.com / 07700 331 113

Feelunique.com (2021 - Present)

UX Manager

Responsible for ensuring that feelunique.com achieves the user’s specified goals with  
efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction and delivering an engaging, best-in-class experience 
across the digital platform.

Photo @benyoung.photo

LinkedIn /in/bybenyoung/
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